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TILONIA COVID RELIEF IMPACT FROM APRIL TO JUNE 2020

- 452 Villages and 8 Slums
- 16 Blocks in 9 Districts
- 4,00,000 Population
- 7,032 Survival Kits in villages
- 5,48,680 Supplementary Nutrition Packets
- 13,560 Food Packets for slums
- 7,000 Sanitary Napkins
- 70,000 Masks
- 10,000 Washing Soaps
- 650 Livelihoods

40,000 Direct Beneficiaries
- 1,600 Migrant Workers
- 2,000 Daily Wagers
- 2,000 Primitive Tribals
- 400 Women Artisans
- 600 Traditional Artists
- 5,000 Children
- 7,000 Silicosis Patients
- 300 Physically Challenged
- 25,000 NREGA Workers

HUNGER FREE VILLAGES=452
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May 154
There is a growing demand for 2000 such survival kits today from all over the State. We will not stop responding to their appeal. It is coming from all over some 600 miles from Tilonia from the desert district of Barmer. We must rise to the occasion show generosity and compassion to all. We will not abandon Mahatma Gandhi's last Man and Woman.
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**TOTAL HUNGER FREE VILLAGES**

**FUNDS TRANSPARENCY**

JUNE

Total $339,801

**FUND TRANSPARENCY**

APRIL

Total $1,298,725

MAY

Total $2,41,60,171

Balance

$1,24,04,207

$165,673

Spent

$35,56,965

$47,906
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$1,17,75,964

$163,213

Balance
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$1,43,34,068

Total $2,58,24,889
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**BAREFOOT COLLEGE INDIA CAMPUS**

- IVR & COVID Info dissemination:
  - 4302 Calls
  - 20 Videos
  - 10000 Direct beneficiaries
- All BCI trainees globally given training on safety and hygiene
- 100% Covid free Solar mamas globally
- COVID testing camps

**LINK TO THE COVID VIDEOS**

**DONATE**

Get In Touch- bunker.roy1@gmail.com | meagan@barefootcollege.org

---

**CAMEROON**

Solar Mamas are conducting reusable pad workshops and tippy tap workshops to increase good hygiene and keep women and girls safe.

**LIBERIA**

Our main partner, Grand Bassa Community College (GBCC) is hosting a Barefoot training facility, and has been distributing masks, soap and water.

**AFGHANISTAN**

Partner Shuhada is running 8 health centres across 3 provinces, distributing safety materials including gloves, masks and suits, and antiseptics like soaps and sanitizers.

**TURKEY**

Partner İmecе İnisiyatifi Česme has been addressing the needs of female refugees and their children who are in refugee camps and have been distributing necessities and PPE kits in the İzmir region.

**ZANZIBAR**

Barefoot Zanzibar is producing reusable masks. Over 32000 reusable, 100% cotton masks have been made, and dozens of women have been employed with fair wages.

**SYRIA**

Partner Monastery of Yakeb has been using its centres for local COVID awareness and wellbeing.

**AFRICA**

Our main partner, Grand Bassa Community College (GBCC) is hosting a Barefoot training facility, and has been distributing masks, soap and water.